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The effect of air throttling on flame stabilization of an ethylene fueled scramjet combustor was investigated by numerical simulation
and experiments in this paper. The results were obtained under the inflow condition with Mach number of 2.0, total temperature
of 900K, total pressure of 0.8MPa, and total equivalence ratio of 0.5. The shock train generated by air throttling had a big effect on
the flow structure of the scramjet combustor. Compared with the combustor without air throttling, the flow field with air throttling
had a lower velocity and higher pressure, temperature, and vortices intensity. Air throttling was an effective way to achieve flame
stabilization; the combustion in the combustor without air throttling was nearly blowout. In the experiment, the combustion was
nearly blowout with air throttling location of 745mm, and the fuel/air mixture in the combustor with air throttling location of
875mm was burned intensively. It was important to choose the location and time sequence of air throttling for fuel ignition and
flame stabilization. The numerical simulation results agreed well with experimental measurements.

1. Introduction

When the flight Mach number is bigger than 6, the air flow
remains completely supersonic throughout the scramjet com-
bustor in a few milliseconds. Ignition and flame stabilization
have been a serious concern in the design of scramjet engines
due to the difficulties to anchor flames in a high-speed envi-
ronment. Air throttling was an effective method to achieve
ignition and combustion establishment. A proper shock train
is generated by air throttling, and then the velocity decreases
and the pressure increases in the combustor section which
can effectively enhance the ignition and flame stabilization.
An experiment using air throttling to initiate combustion
in a scramjet combustor was studied by Mathur et al. [1].
When the air throttling was removed after the flame estab-
lishment, the shock train was retained leading to sustained
combustion if sufficient heat release was produced in the
combustor. Conversely, insufficient heat release might result
in an unstable shock train and causes flame blowout. Control
and optimization of ignition transient andflamedevelopment
in a scramjet engine using air throttling were studied by Li et
al. [2], the locations and operation timing of air throttling and

fuel injection on the engine start-up transient characteristics
were examined systematically, and a dynamic optimization
scheme based on the genetic algorithm (GA) was developed
to maximize the performance of air throttling. The transient
process of flow establishment and combustion process were
studied for an ethylene fueled direct-connect dual mode
scramjet combustor with air throttling by Choi et al. [3].
Air throttling was confirmed to be effective means of the
ethylene ignition and combustion establishment. A series of
experiments were conducted by Bao et al. [4] to study the
ignition characteristic of a flush wall, liquid kerosene fueled
scramjet combustor. Experiment results showed that success-
ful ignition could be achieved by the air throttling method.
Flow development, fuel/air mixing, ignition transient, and
flamedevelopment in an ethylene fueled scramjet enginewith
air throttling were studied by Yang et al. [5, 6].Their research
showed that air throttling could generate a precombustion
shock train in the isolator, the resultant decrease in the flow
velocity and increases in the temperature and pressure in the
combustor section to improve the ignition characteristics and
the flame stabilization process. The flame stabilization of an
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Figure 1: Photo of pulse combustion wind tunnel [7, 8].
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the scramjet.
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Figure 3: A schematic of the operation sequence of the system with
and without air throttling.

ethylene fueled scramjet combustor with air throttling was
investigated in this paper.

2. Numerical Simulation and
Experimental Methods

2.1. Facility and Scramjet Configuration. The scramjet com-
bustor was experimented in the China Aerodynamics
Research and Development Center’s (CARDC’s) direct pulse
combustion wind tunnel (Figure 1). A vitiated air heater was
used to generate high enthalpy air flow supplied into the
combustor. Oxygen was fed into the heater to obtain test
gas with its mole fraction of oxygen being equal to that
of standard air. Total temperature (𝑇

𝑡
) of the test gas was

900K and total pressure (𝑃
𝑡
) was 0.8MPa. The test gas was

accelerated by the nozzle to Mach 2.0; the running time of
the facility was about 400ms.

A schematic illustration of the combustor model was
shown in Figure 2, the model consisted of an isolator and
a combustor, the cross-sectional area was 50 × 100mm in
the isolator, and the isolator length was 0.415m. The com-
bustor length changed from 0.415m to 1.7m; the combustor
included a cavity (range: 0.415m∼0.61m) and an expansion
section (range: 0.61m∼1.7m). The cavity depth was 10.8mm
and the cavity length was 195mm; the wall divergent angle
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Figure 4: Mass averaged velocity and pressure of the scramjet com-
bustor with and without air throttling.
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Figure 5: Static temperature contours of scramjet combustor with
and without air throttling ((a) case without air throttling; (b) case
with air throttling).
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Figure 6: Vorticity magnitude contours of the scramjet combustor
with and without air throttling ((a) case without air throttling; (b)
case with air throttling).
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Figure 7: Fuel (ethylene) mass fraction of the scramjet combustor
with and without air throttling ((a) case without air throttling; (b)
case with air throttling).
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Figure 8: Evolution of the temperature field in the scramjet com-
bustor during the ignition transient without air throttling.

was 1.4∘. The expansion section contained four parts: the first
part was from 0.61m to 0.785m, the wall divergent angle
was 1.4∘, the second part was from 0.785m to 1.026m, the
wall divergent angle was 2.0∘, the third part was from 1.026m
to 1.262m, the wall divergent angle was 8.0∘, the last part
was from 1.262m to 1.7m, and the wall divergent angle was
15.0∘. There were three fuel injected locations (K1: 390mm,
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Figure 9: Evolution of the temperature field in the scramjet combustor during the ignition transient without air throttling.
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K2: 485mm, and K3: 745mm form the scramjet entrance)
shown in Figure 2. The fuel which was directly injected
into the air flow from the combustor wall was ethylene, the
equivalence ratio of K1 was 0.1, and the equivalence ratios
of K2 and K3 were both 0.2. There were 10 fuel injection
holes (3mm in diameter and 6.4mm interval in spanwise
direction) at each injection. Pilot H

2
located at 370mm from

the scramjet entrance was used for ignition. The location of
the air throttling in the scramjet combustor was 745mm or
875mm; the mass flux of air throttling was 30 percent of the
inflow air. Wall pressure distribution was measured along the
flow direction by pressure transducers (range: 0∼700 kPa);
the sampling frequency of pressure transducer was 1 kHz.
Photos of the flow structure were taken by high-speed digital
camera; flow structure images were taken with a frequency of
5000 fps.

2.2. Numerical Methods. In this study, the in-house CFD
code AHL3D software was used for computation. The CFD
code and its physical and chemical models had already
been validated in [9, 10]. A fully coupled form of species
conservation equations andReynolds averagedNavier-Stokes
equations were used as a governing equation set for a
chemically reacting supersonic viscous flow. The governing
equations expressed in conservative vector form in the Car-
tesian coordinate system are

𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝐺

𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑧
=
𝜕𝐹V

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝐺V

𝜕𝑦
+
𝜕𝐸V

𝜕𝑧
+ 𝑆. (1)

Here, 𝑄 = (𝜌, 𝜌𝑢, 𝜌V, 𝜌𝑤, 𝜌𝐸
𝑡
, 𝜌𝐶
𝑖
)
𝑇 and 𝐶

𝑖
was the mass

concentration for species 𝑖. 𝐸
𝑡
was the total energy, including

kinetic energy and internal energy. 𝐸, 𝐹, and 𝐺 were the
inviscid fluxes; 𝐹V, 𝐺V, and 𝐸V were the viscid fluxes. 𝑆 was
the source term; 𝑢, V, and 𝑤 were the velocity components in
Cartesian coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). 𝜌 was the density.

Cell-averaged finite volume techniques were used to solve
the conservative form governing equations. LU-SGSmethod
was used in time-marching. In space terms difference, third-
orderMUSCL interpolationmethod andAUSMPW+ scheme
were used in inviscid fluxes construction; central difference
method was used in viscous fluxes. Kok’s modified k-𝜔 TNT
2-equation turbulence mode was used in turbulence simula-
tions. The dual-time stepping method was used in unsteady
numerical simulation and the real time stepwas 1× 10−7 s.The
ethylene reaction mechanism involved 3 elementary reaction
steps and 7 reaction species as mentioned in [11].

2.3. Operation Sequence. A schematic of the operation
sequence of the system with and without air throttling was
shown in Figure 3. The operation started with the delivery
of air flow through the entire system at the time of 𝑡0.
Once a steady flow was established, the fuel injectors and
air throttling were turned on at the time of 𝑡1. After a short
period, the pilot H

2
was injected into the air flow at the

time of 𝑡2. Ignition then occurred in the combustor, and
the pilot H

2
was off at the time of 𝑡3. The air throttling was

turned off after the flame was stabilized at the time of 𝑡4. The
heat release and associated pressure rise in the combustor
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Figure 10: Wall pressure of the experiment and calculation with
and without air throttling (hot-cal with-air: calculation result of
chemical reaction flow with air throttling; upwall: the up wall of
the scramjet combustor; cold-exp without-air: experimental result
of nonreaction flow without air throttling; cold-cal without-air:
calculation result of nonreaction flow without air throttling; hot-
exp with-air: experimental result of chemical reaction flow with
air throttling; hot-cal without-air: calculation result of chemical
reaction flow without air throttling).
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Figure 11: Wall pressure of the scramjet combustor with different
air throttling location (air throttling (875mm): the location of the
air throttling was 875mm from the entrance of the combustor; air
throttling (745mm): the location of the air throttling was 745mm
from the entrance of the combustor; coldflow: nonreacting flow of
the scramjet combustor).
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Figure 12: Schlieren graphs of the expansion region with air throttling at the location of 745mm from the entrance of the combustor at
different times (a∼f).

retain the shock train required for sustaining combustion.
Insufficient heat release leads to an unstable shock train and
a premature removal of air throttling often resulted in flame
blowout. It would spend much more time during the three-
dimensional unsteady numerical simulation, so the whole
time of the numerical operation sequence was less than that
in the experiment. In the numerical simulation, 𝑡0 = −2.0ms,
𝑡1 = −1.0ms, 𝑡2 = 0.0ms, 𝑡3 = 1.0ms, and 𝑡4 = 2.0ms and
the whole time of the operation sequence was 13.0ms. But
in the experiment, 𝑡0 = −20ms, 𝑡1 = 0.0ms, 𝑡2 = 70ms,
𝑡3 = 120ms, and 𝑡4 = 150ms.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Results of Nonreacting Flow. Mass averaged velocity
and pressure of the scramjet combustor with and without
air throttling were shown in Figure 4. The location of air
throttling in the scramjet combustor was 875mm from the
entrance of the combustor. From the figure, we could see that
the mass averaged velocity between the exit of the isolator
and the front of the air throttling was about 400∼600m/s,
which was much lower than that of the scramjet combustor
without air throttling, which was about 800∼900m/s. The
lower velocity of air flow in the scramjet combustor with
air throttling resulted in a longer residence time for better
fuel/air mixing. The mass averaged pressure of the scramjet

combustor with air throttling was higher than that of the
scramjet combustor without air throttling, which was helpful
to ignition in the scramjet. Temperature contours of the
scramjet combustor at different cross section were shown
in Figure 5; the temperature of the scramjet combustor with
air throttling was much higher than that of the scramjet
without air throttling from the exit of the isolator, especially
between cross sections “A” and “B.” The temperature of the
scramjet with air throttling was higher than 700K but that
of the scramjet without air throttling was about 500K; the
influencing zone of the shock train produced by air throttling
in the scramjet combustor was from the exit of the isolator
to the exit of the combustor. Thus it could be seen the
thermodynamic parameters of the scramjet combustor flow
field were influenced obviously by the shock train, especially
between cross sections “A” and “B.” Compared with the
case without air throttling, the flow field with air throttling
had a lower velocity and higher pressure, temperature, and
vortices intensity, which were helpful to ignite in the scramjet
combustor.

Figure 6 presented the flow vortices in the combustor
without air throttling (Figure 6(a)) and the case with air
throttling (Figure 6(b)). Intense flow recirculation zoneswere
formed downstreamof the cavity due to the back pressure rise
and separation of the boundary layer by air throttling. But
that could not be seen from the scramjet combustor without
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air throttling in Figure 6(b). Isosurfaces of ethylene fuel mass
fraction in the flow field without and with air throttling were
shown in Figure 7.The depth of the fuel injectedwas small for
the case without air throttling, this was because the velocity
of the main flow was too high, so all the fuel of the scramjet
without air throttling only existed in the boundary layer of
the up wall, and there would not be any fuel into the main
flow.Theflow separation on the sidewalls lifted the shear layer
from the cavity in the combustor with air throttling, which
interacted with the shock train to induce large-scale vortices
and flow distortion in the cavity, delivering more fuel/air
mixture into the main flow. The shock-induced boundary
layer separation on the sidewalls distorted the flowand spread
the fuel toward the sidewalls and corners. As a result, we
could see that the fuel occupied about one-third area of cross
sections “A” and “B” in Figure 7, so fuel and air mixed better
in the combustor with air throttling than that without air
throttling.

3.2. Results of Reacting Flow. The spreading of flame in
the scramjet combustor without air throttling was shown
in Figure 8; the flame position was illustrated in terms of
isosurfaces of temperature 𝑇 = 2000K. Pilot H

2
which was

used for ignition was injected into the air flow upstream the
fuel injected location. Figure 8 indicated that the ignition of
the fuel/air mixture first occurs at 0.6ms in the shear layer
near the cavity front step in the combustor cavity, and then
the flame propagated into the cavity ramp at the time of pilot
H
2
off (𝑡 = 1.0ms), but the flame was still in the shear layer.

The flame propagated into the whole cavity at the time 𝑡 =
2.0ms. The flame was nearly blowout, only a small portion
of the flame was anchored in the rearward of the cavity and
in the boundary layer of the up wall after the time 𝑡 = 4ms,
and the flame had almost completely disappeared from the
combustor at the end of the calculation (𝑡 = 10.0ms).

The spreading of flame in the scramjet combustor with air
throttling was shown in Figure 9; the high temperature area
of the scramjet combustor with air throttling was larger than
that of the combustorwithout air throttling at any time. At the
end of the calculation (𝑡 = 10.0ms) in Figure 9, the fuel/air
mixture was still burned intensively in the whole cavity and
near the wall, especially in the corner of the combustor and
the shock train could be seen clearly in the isolator because
of the pressure increased in the combustor.

Wall pressure of the experiment and calculation with and
without air throttling was shown in Figure 10; we could see
that the calculation results agreed well with the experiment
results, so the numerical simulation data was credible. The
combustion in the combustor without air throttling was
nearly blowout, but the fuel/air mixture in the combustor
with air throttling was burned intensively. So the wall pres-
sure of reacting flow of the scramjet combustor with air
throttling was higher than that of the combustor without
air throttling, and the wall pressure of reacting flow of the
scramjet combustor without air throttling was almost equal
to that of the nonreacting flow of the combustor. From the
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Figure 13: Pressure contours and iso-pressure lines of the scramjet
combustor with air throttling at the location of 745mm from the
entrance of the combustor at different times.

above discussion, air throttlingwas an effectiveway to achieve
flame stabilization in the scramjet combustor.

3.3. Effects of the Location of AirThrottling on Flame Stabiliza-
tion. The wall pressure of the reacting flow in the scramjet
combustor with different air throttling location (875mm
and 745mm) was shown in Figure 11. The wall pressure of
reacting flow along the combustor wall with air throttling
located at 875mm was much higher than that of the air
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Figure 14: Schlieren graphs of the expansion region with air throttling at the location of 875mm from the entrance of the combustor at
different times (a∼f).

throttling location of 745mm, and the wall pressure of the air
throttling location of 745mm was almost equal to that of the
nonreacting case. The results indicated that the combustion
was nearly blowout with the air throttling location of 745mm,
and the fuel/air mixture in the combustor with the air throt-
tling location of 875mm was burned intensively.

In order to analyze the reason of the above experimental
results, the flow structure in the scramjet combustor with
different air throttling location was investigated by CFD
and flow visualization. In the experiments, for all cases, the
duration of the pilot H

2
injection was from 70ms to 120ms

and the duration of the air throttling was from 0ms to
140ms. The duration of the experiment was over 400ms, it
was impossible for CFD to simulate the whole test processes
because the unsteady computation cost was too large to
tolerate, and the CFD simulated time was about 70ms for the
present study, because we wanted to see the differences of the
flow structure when the ignition started (pilot H

2
injection

started at 𝑡 = 70.0ms). The cross section of the combustor
was rectangle and the ratio of width to height is about 2 and
the effect of the side wall on the flow structure was not great,
so we used two-dimensional numerical simulation instead of
three-dimensional computation.

The schlieren graphs in the expansion region with air
throttling at the location of 745mm at different times (a∼f)
were shown in Figure 12. The visualized region of the flow
field was taken from 610mm to 830mm. Arrow points “a”
and “b” in Figure 12(a) were a contamination and broken
trail on the window. For the case of throttling at the location
of 745mm, an oblique shock wave was firstly generated
in front of the air throttling points when air throttling
started as shown in Figure 12(a), then the oblique shock wave
moved upstream and became “𝜆” shock wave as shown in
Figure 12(b), the “𝜆” shockwave continued tomove upstream

and finally formed a shock train as shown in Figures 12(c)
and 12(d), but the length of the shock train became shorter
in Figure 12(e), and the shock train disappeared at last in
Figure 12(f). The numerical simulated flow structure with air
throttling at the location of 745mm was shown in Figure 13.
There was an oblique shock wave near the location of air
throttling at the time 𝑡 = 2.2ms; then the wave moved
upstream (𝑡 = 10.0ms) and “𝜆” shock wave was generated
(𝑡 = 20.6ms). The pressure in the cavity rose up as the
shock waves moved into the cavity; the expansion wave near
the cavity front step became an oblique shock wave in order
to match the increased pressure. The oblique shock wave
reflected by the opposite wall, then the shock train moved
backward and disappeared at the time 𝑡 = 70.0ms, and finally
there were some oblique shock waves instead of the original
shock train in the flow field at this time.

The schlieren graphs in the expansion region with air
throttling at the location of 875mm at different times (a∼
f) were shown in Figure 14. Compared with the case of air
throttling at the location of 745mm, the shock wave train
can sustain more time for this case, which can be concluded
from Figures 14(f) and 12(f). In Figure 14(f), the shock train
can sustain in the expanding section at 𝑡 = 70.0ms, but
in Figure 12(f), the shock train disappeared at 𝑡 = 70.0ms.
The numerical simulated flow structure with air throttling at
the location of 875mm was shown in Figure 15. The oblique
shock wave was generated at 𝑡 = 2.2ms and then moved
upstream, “𝜆” shock wave was generated at 𝑡 = 10.0ms, the
shock wave continued to move forward and finally formed a
shock train at 𝑡 = 20.6ms, and the shock train lasted from
𝑡 = 10.0ms to 𝑡 = 70.0ms. As time went on, the shock train
disappeared at 𝑡 = 80.0ms.

From the above analysis, it was important to choose the
time for pilot H

2
injection. When pilot H

2
was injected into
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Figure 15: Pressure contours and iso-pressure lines of the scramjet
combustor with air throttling at the location of 875mm from the
entrance of the combustor at different times.

the flow field at 𝑡 = 70.0ms, there were oblique shock waves
in the flow field of the combustor with air throttling location
of 745mm, but there was a shock train in the flow field of the
combustor with air throttling location of 875mm. In order
to further analyze the effect of the flow structure (oblique
shock waves and shock train) on the ignition process, the
thermodynamic parameters of the two flow fields were also
investigated.

The wall pressure of the scramjet combustor with air
throttling location of 745mm and 875mm at 𝑡 = 70.0ms
was shown in Figure 16. The pressure of the case with air
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Figure 16: Wall pressure of the scramjet combustor with and
without air throttling at 𝑡 = 70.0ms.

throttling location of 875mm was higher obviously than that
of the case with air throttling location of 745mm, there was
only an oblique shock wave near the cavity ramp in the flow
field with air throttling location of 745mm, and so the wall
pressure of the case with air throttling located at 745mmwas
almost equal to that of the case without air throttling except
for the position of the cavity ramp.Themass averaged velocity
of the scramjet combustor for the three cases was shown in
Figure 17. The mass averaged velocity of the case with air
throttling location of 875mm was lower obviously than that
of the other two cases. So the velocity was lower and the
pressure was higher when there was a shock train in the flow
field. From the above discussion, we know when pilot H

2
was

injected into the flow, the velocity of the combustor with air
throttling location of 875mm was lower than that of the case
with air throttling location of 745mm and the pressure of the
combustor with air throttling location of 875mm was higher
than that of the case with air throttling location of 745mm.
The lower velocity and higher pressure of the flow field were
helpful to fuel/air mixture ignition, so the combustion of
air throttling location of 875mm stabilized successfully. We
believed that if pilot H

2
was injected into flow field at 𝑡 =

31.2ms, the combustion in the flow field with air throttling
location of 745mm would stabilize successfully. If pilot H

2

was injected into flow field at 𝑡 = 80.0ms, the combustion in
the flowfieldwith air throttling location of 875mmwould not
stabilize successfully. It was important to choose the location
and time sequence of air throttling for fuel ignition and flame
stabilization.

4. Conclusion

Theeffect of air throttling onflame stabilization of an ethylene
fueled scramjet combustor was investigated by CFD and
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Figure 17: Mass averaged velocity of the scramjet combustor with
and without air throttling at 𝑡 = 70.0ms.

experiment. Our results indicated that air throttling had a
great effect on the thermodynamic parameters in the flow
field. Compared with the combustor without air throttling,
the flow field with air throttling had a lower velocity and
higher pressure, temperature, and vortices intensity. Air
throttling was an effective way to achieve flame stabilization,
the combustion in the combustor without air throttling was
nearly blowout, and only a small portion of the flame was
anchored in the rearward step of the cavity and in the
boundary layer of the upwall.With air throttling, an intensive
combustion in the whole cavity and wall boundary layer can
be achieved; the shock train could be seen clearly in the
isolator because of the pressure increased in the combustor.
It was important to choose the location and time sequence of
air throttling for fuel ignition and flame stabilization.
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